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Knowledge Engineering Report:
An Expert System for Selecting Reliability Index

ZhongmIn LI
University of Southern California

1. Introduction

This report documents the knowledge encoded In Reliability Index Knowledge
Base (RIKB). The knowledge Is presented In terms of the conceptualizations of the
Judgmental knowledge used In various level of declsion-makings during a
consultation.

We used a declarative knowledge representation mechanism to encode the
knowledge necessary for selecting reliability Index. In declarative representation
of knowledge, the basic constructs of a knowledge base are production rules and
attribute-value pairs. In RIKB, attributes represent properties, and
characteristics of reliability Indexes that affect the decision-makings in
selecting reliability Indexes for a given Criterlon-Referenced Test. The value
specifies the specific nature of the attributes In a particular situation (decision-
making point). For example, INTENDED-USE (of test score) is an attribute, and the
value could be decision, description, or program-evaluation. In the following
description, the attributes will be Indicated by upper case, and the value will be In
lower case. An attribute value can either derived from rules, or directly get from
user Input. The form rule-I, where I Is a number, Indicates which rule Is used to
determine the attribute value. The form question-i, where I Is also a number,
Indicates which question will be asked to get the Information for the attribute.
Refer to the knowledge base list for the exact wording of the rules, and questions.

The following sections are organized based on the four phases In selecting
reliability Index: (a) determining reliability category, (b) determining reliability
Index, (c) determining reliability design, and (d) reporting consultation results.

2. Determining Reliability Category

This section describes the knowledge related to the determination of which
reliability category Is suitable for a given Criterion-Referenced Test. This phase



includes four tasks: (a) query how knowledgeable Is the user, (b) query how
important of the test-score use, (c) determining intended use of test score, (d)
determining subcategory of test score use, and (e) determining reliability
category. Although the Information gathered In the first two tasks does not
contribute to the reasoning In task (c), (d), and (e), they serves as tront-end to the
knowledge system. The Information will be used later during the consultation.
The Information Is collected up front to represent the natural flow of the
consultation. Rule-3 controls the order of the four tasks. For the purpose of
scoping, rule-3 serves the function of screening cases that can be handled by the
system.
2 1. Determining How Knowledgeable Is the User

A user's knowledge about measurement In general, and reliability Index In
specific provides Important Information regarding to how detail the expert
system's recommendation should be, and what consultation mode the system will
be In.' This Information Is represented by the USER-KNOWLEDGEABLE attribute,
which can be either "yes" or "no". Figure 2.1 presents the decision tree for
determining the USERIKNOWLEDGEABLE attribute.

EROMUATION
quetion-8 ,

I I 13 1 DI

classroom district level state level test publisher
teacher test maker test

.I 
I aker

NOWS..RELIABI LITYCOM ETS ruse r-knowledgeble-es
, question-9 , . rule-26

Ie unkenovn

(us. r..knovledgeable-yes~ user..knovledgeablesn useir-.knovledgeablemn
rule-2e rule- 2? L rule- 29

Figure 2. 1. Determining USER..KNOWLEDGEALBE.

1In the first knowledge engineering session, Dr. Hambleton Indicates that If a user Is not knowledgeable
about test measurement, he will recommend simple reliability Index and related test design. Also, the
consultation will be directed to tell the user what to do. For a knowledgeable user, he will recommend
more statistically powerful Indexes. and also provide several options to the user.
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The decision Is based on a taxonomy of possible users (USER-OCCUPATION
attribute), which consists of four categories: (a) classroom teachers, (b) district
level test maker, (c) state level test maker, and (d) test publisher., In the current
Implementation, we treat category (b), (c), and (d) as If they are the same. It is
assumed that a user from these three categories Is knowledgeable about test
measurement. If a user Is a classroom teacher, the expert system uses question-
9 (KNOWSCONCEPTOFRELIABILITY attribute) to query that whether the user is
knowledgeable about test measurements. The default value is that the user has
little knowledge about test measurement (rule-29 will inform the user If the
default value is used).
2.2. Query Importance of Test Score

The Importance of test score use Is Judged based on what kinds of decisions
will be made from the test results. Thus, the Importance of score Is represented
by the IMPORTANCEOFRESULT attribute, and how the test results will be used Is
represented by the HOWTESTUSED attribute. Figure 2.2 shows a decision table
for determining the IMPORTANCEOFRESULT attribute.

HOW_..TESTUSED day-to-day. formin longer-term creinllngclMroom Instructional
quetion- I mneement groups decisions exams

IMPORTANCEOFRESULT 25 60 80 95

(rule used) rule-4 rule-S rule- 6 rule-?

Figure 2.2. Determining IMPORTANCELOFRESULT.

This decision table provides a possible scale for Judging the Importance of
test results.2 In the "longer-term decisions" category, there are several sub-
categories such as assigning students to special programs, assigning mid-term
grades, and assigning final grades, etc. These Information are Included in the
question- i.

tBerk (1984) classified three types of CRT practitioners: (a) classroom teachers, (b) district and state
level test makers, and (c) test publisher. We separate Item (b) to make the taxonomy contains four
categories In anticipation that different treatments might be necessary for district and state level test
makers.
2The taxonomy of how test score will be used Is based on Hambleton's background nodes for the project
(December 22. 1987, p.&). However, the notes only provides the order of the importance of test results.
Therefore, the numbers in the table only serve the purpose of representing the order of Importance.
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2.3. Query Intended Score Use
The Intended uses of test score (USE-CATEGORY) consists of three

categories: (a) decision, (b) description, and (c) program evaluation (Hambleton,
1987). Figure 2.3 shows the decision tree used to determine the Intended use of
test result (USE-CATEGORY attribute). I

USER LECTEDUSEquestion-2

I I
unknown decisions,n descriptions,

uso...category program evaiuaon
derived-mse.category ( iS rule-9 usfe..ateory-x)u l-rule-8

USEASJUOGL
LEYEL.DF..PROFICI ENCY

question- 3

unknovn etUSD;S 3UDGEL 1derived-useateqoryu
EVELI)F.PERFORMANCEI decisions I

L question- 4 J ,r 0leO .O

I - I

unknovn
derlvALua-,tgo rUS.AS. PARI NG_escrtion I I suBGROUP I

L" rule-l _1J u-tnS

no y"
unknovn( ' j~rived-Aw-_ategor ,,,

CONSULTATION-OYER progrmevaluaton
I J rule- 12

Figure 2.3 Determining USECATEGORY.

Although users generally know the Intended use of test score, they may still
have difficulty to select from the category due to unfamiliar with the definition
of the category or this classification system. Thus, this piece of consultation is
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designed to provide two levels of assistance to the users. At the first level,
definitions of each category is presented when asking the users to select an
Intended test score use. If the users still have difficulty, they can type In
"unknown", the system will enter a lower level query mode to provide more
assistance.

. In the current Implementation, there Is one question corresponding to each
of the three test score use.' A confirmation for the users to a question will lead
to the conclusion to the test score use corresponding to the question. The
knowledge coded In rule-lO to rule-12 assures that there will be only one test
score use2 (USE-CATEGORY Is a single value).
2.4. Determining Subcategory of Test Use

There are two different situations that reliability Information Is valued: (a)
In the test development process, and (b) as one of the criteria used to evaluate an
intended test use (Hambleton, 1988). USE-SUBCATEGORY is the attribute that
represents this Information. Figure 2.4 Is the decision tree used to determining
the value for the attribute.

Among the two subcategories
URSELECTEDUSESUCATEGORY of Intended test use, the defaultqustlon- 6 one Is for "evaluation of Intended

I Itest use" because It represents
unknovn in the test development process most cases that reliability

I evaluation of Intended test use
r si tryn I information Is assessed. Also,eluation of /Juse-.lubcategorj=XJjnteededtest use urule63 current version of the system can

rule-64 consult on the "evaluation of

Figure 2.4. Determining USE-SUBCATEGORY. Intended test use" subcategory.3
Therefore, If a user does not know

the subcategory of Intended test use, the system assumes that It Is used for
"evaluation of Intended test use".

1The three questions for determining Intended test use are elicited during first knowledge engineering
session with Dr. Hambleton.
2Although It has been discussed In the knowledge engineering session that there might be multiple test
score uses, the prototype expert system assumes that only one USLCATEGORY Is appropriate for a given
test.
31t Is not clear yet that how different It is between using the test score In test development process and
using the score for evaluation of an Intended test use. Since the concept of using the test score In test
development process Is relatively new, It Is not Included in the prototype system.
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2.5 DeterminIng Reliability Category

Berk (1984) categorizes reliability index for Criteria-Referenced Test into
three categories: (a) threshold loss, (b) squared-error loss, and (c) domain score
estimation. This categorization Is used to limit the searching space for selecting
reliability Indexes. Hambleton (1988) proposes the test use category as (a)
decisions, (b) descriptions, and (c) program evaluation. The relationship between
the two categories Is straight-forward. The descriptive use of test corresponds
to domain score estimation category. The decision category cqresponds to
threshold loss and squared-error loss function categories. The correspondence for
program evaluation use of test has not yet been elicited.'

Figure 2.5 shows a decision tree which concludes RELIABILITY-CATEGORY
attribute. [USUTEGoRY

section 2.3

descri ON decisions program evaluation

rrellabtitg..categor~ Y'SERIOUSNESS'J.F-..
domin score / MISCLASSIFICATION/ out of scope
estimation question-?-- -rujle- 14 '-

yes no unknovn

reliabiltq.categoryu' [reliabiltUtcategoryu relIabilty.categoryu-
I threshold loss I I squared-error los I threshold lossl
, rule- 15 ,rule- 16 rule- i?

Figure 2.5 Determining RELIABILITY-CATEGORY.

Among the three reliability categories, the decision use of test requires
special attention because It contains two reliability categories: threshold loss,
and squared-error loss. The decision2 Is based on whether the losses associated
with decision errors are equally serious (threshold loss) or not equally serious

I1SInce which reliability indexes are suitable for program evaluation use of test Is still not clear, the
prototype system will not handle the consultation on this category. Therefore, no further efforts are spent
on eliciting related knowledge.

' 21n Berk (1984), three characteristics of reliability categories are provided (table 9. 1, p. 236). They
are (a) score interpretation, (b) type of decision or Information required for decision, and (c) losses
associated with decision errors. Each one of these can be used to distinguish the threshold loss or squared-
error loss category. We used (c) In the system based on the knowledge elicited at second knowledge
engineering session with Dr. Hambleton. Do we need to consider other two characteristics?
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(squared-error loss). The default reliability category for decision category Is

threshold loss category because it Is the most used reliability Index.

3. Determining Reliability Index

This section describes the knowledge coded to determine reliability Index
suitable for a given test use. The decision Is based on the reliability categories.
Since "program evaluation" use of test score does not yet have a corresponding
reliability category, It will not be considered In the decision-making Included In
this phase.
3. 1. Reliability Index for Sguared-Error Loss Function

The squared-error loss function deals with the consistency of
measurements or test scores (Berk, 1984). The decision Involved In determining
reliability index for squared-error loss function is very simple. So far, there Is
only one Index required for the function. That Is "standard error of measurement".'
Therefore, It Is an one-to-one mapping2 from intended use of test to reliability
Index category. This mapping is coded In rule-30.
3.2. Reliability Index for Threshold Loss Function

The threshold loss function focuses on the consistency of classification of
students as masters and non-masters of an instructional objective based on a
threshold or cut-off score. There are two types of reliability Indexes: (a) decision
consistency, and (b) kappa. Decision consistency estimate Is relatively easy to
compute, and Interpret. It Is basically recommended for use in every case. Kappa
"provides estimate of level of agreement corrected for chance" (Hambleton, 1988),
but it is harder to interpret than decision consistency. Therefore, it usually
servers as an add-on reliability statistics to provide more Information besides the
decision consistency for Important test. The decision regarding which index will
be recommended depends on how Important is the test, which Is represented by
HOWTEST.USED attribute. As shown in figure 2.6, credential Ing exams are very
Important, thus, both decision consistency and kappa are recommended. On the
other hand, day-to-day classroom management and forming instructional groups

IBerk (1984) lists two Indexes under the squared-error loss function category. Both of them belong to
the general category, standard error of measurement.
21n second knowledge engineering session, we also discussed other Indexes for squared-error loss function.
However, none of them are very significantly used In practice. In this prototype system, only standard
error measurement statistics for squared-error loss function will be considered.

7



are less important. Thus, only decision consistency Is recommended for these two

types of test use. The situation for longer-term decisions Is little more complex.

It Involves two attributes: (a) HISTORICAL-DATA, and (b) USER-KNOWLEDGEABLE.

RELIABILITY.-CATEGORY - threshold loss

day-to-day ror-term i

ov_test_tued classroom instrucionel lorler-term credentling
management groups decisions exam

decision decision decision
reliabltgindex consistency consistency simte

esti mate esti mate esti Mate

kappa

rules Used rule- 19 rule-20 _rule-21

HISTORICAL.DATAI
question- I0

unknown knovnI

u~r-rellabilittJ ndex=

knowledgeable yes no unknown h13torcal-Ate

decision decision also rule-.31, 32,
reliability.Jndex consistency consistency consistencg and 33.

esti mate estiate esti mate

kappa I I

rules used rule-23 rule-24 rule- 25

Figure 2.6. Selecting RELIABILITY-INDEX

The decision is that if the user knows that reliability data has been

collected for the test, then the system recommends same Indexes as the ones used
before. Otherwise, information on users' knowledge about test measurement Is
used to determine reliability Index. Basically, for a knowledgeable user, the
system will recommend both decision consistency and kappa. Otherwise, only
decision consistency estimate will be recommended.)

IThese rules are elicited from second knowledge engineering session with Dr. Hambleton. It Is still to
simple here, and may not fully represent the knowledge used by a domain expert In decision-makings.
More elicitation Is needed for further expanding of the system.
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4. Determining Reliability Design

This section documents the knowledge for selecting which reliability design
Is appropriate for a given test. Rule-34 Is the control rule for determining
reliability design.
4 1. ReliabilIty Design. NUmber of Administrations. and Number of Forms

There four possible reliability designs: (a) test-retest with equivalent
forms, (b) test-retest with same form, (c) single administration with one form,
and (d) single administration with parallel forms.) Which reliability design Is
appropriate depends on the number of test administrations that a user is willing
to give, and the number of test forms available. Figure 2.7 presents a decision
table for recommending a reliability design.

In the figure, an entry "one"

Number of Administration means that there wi I I be only one

one more than one form available or one administration
single possible. "More than one" means

E administration test- retest multiple forms are available, and
o Wth same form wlth same form

r 73two test administrations areu_6rule- 37 rule-36

. singe possible. Assuming the Information
E edministratlon test-retest with on number of administrations and
z A with parollel forms equlvlent forms forms are available, each of the four

rule-38 rrules concludes about one particular

Figure 2.7. Determining Reliability Design. reliability design. These rules make
the relationships between

reliability designs and number of test administration, and forms more clear for
system's explanation purposes. Lengthy consultation might be required to
determine number of possible test forms, and test administration, which will be
described in later sections.
4.2. Determining Number of Test Administrations

If the reliability Index selected Is "standard error of measurement", there
Is only one test administration required as coded In rule-39. This applies to both

lHambleton (1988) provides three possible reliability designs for CRT test: (a) test-re-test with the
same form, (b) test-re-test with equivalent forms, and (c) single administration. We further split item
single administration Into two designs based on the number of forms required for the design.

9



squared-error loss, and domain score estimate categories)1 However, If the
reliability index selected Is "decision consistency estimate" or "kappa", then the
number or possible test administrations could be either one or two. Thus, the
number of test administrations required for "threshold loss" category depends on
the reliability Indices selected, the nature of materials to be tested, and other
administrative considerations. The following discussions focus on the knowledge
for determining possible number of test administrations.

Selecting the number of test administration consists of two steps: (a) query
about the possibilities of multiple test administrations, and (b) asks user to
confirm the multiple administration If It is recommended In step (a). The key
attributes for step (a) Is MULTI PLE-..ADMINISTRATIONLPOSSIBLE, and for step (b) is
USERFLCONF IRIIEDJIULT IPLL-ADM IN ISTRAT ION.

Figure 2.8 shows the decision tree for determining whether multiple
administration of test Is possible.

( USER-SELECTED.
MULTI PLL-ADMINISTRATION

question- 12

I no
SUDENT-MAY.. rmultiple-.administration..

REMEMOEL-TEST possibleN
question- 13 user-eeced-.

rule-45

LEANIG~TWEN (mlt Pe- mulrti pe.dmn itrto

AMI ISTRA~17EL ONpossible -no
14 question- 14 Jrule-46 J

Ye$ unknown

rmulti ple .admi nistretlolL "multi ple..Mmi nlstration-.'1.poes.o I osble a no I031 e
rule-48.orL r ule- 47,50, or 5 1

Figure 2.8. Determining MULTI PLL-ADr1INISTRATI0NLP0SSIBLE.

Daerk( 1984) summarizes that there are two Indices for squared-error loss category. Both are based on
staindard error of measurement (table 9.3, p.248-249). For domain re estimate categories, three of
the six Indices listed In table 9.4 (p.253-255) are labeled as standard error of measurement.

10



In this decision tree, system first asks the user to specify whether multiple

administration of the test Is possible (question-12). If the user answers "yes", or
"no", then the value Is passed to the MULTI PLEADMINISTRATIONPOSSIBLE
attribute. However, if the user answers "unknown", the decision will be based on
the user's responses to two lower level questions: whether students may
remember the test Items (question- 13) or whether learning may occur If the test
Is administered twice (question-14).1 To both questions, an "unknown" response Is
assumed to be "no", but appropriate messages2 will be displayed to inform

system's assumption.
For Credentialing examinations, it Is impossible to administer the tests

more than once. This knowledge Is Implemented in rule-44. In this case, the
decision tree demonstrated In figure 2.8 wll not be Invoked.

Once the Information about whether It Is possible to administer a test more
than once, the Information will be used in step (b) to determine the number of test
administration for the test. Figure 2.9 shows the decision table.

RELIABILITY-CATEGORY - threshold loss

multipleeeW
administration-possible __es _es____ no

userconfirmed_ yes no unknown N/A
multi ple..,admt nistratlon

number.of..administration more thenoneon oe oe

rules used rule-40 rule-41 rule-42 rule-43
*Rule- 42 contains the messm that assumes no multiple test administration.

Figure 2.9. Determining NUMBEROFADIIlNISTRATION.

To ensure the flexibility, the system asks users for confirmation when
multiple test administrations are possible. The users may either confirm
system's recommendations or reject them. If the users answer "unknown", then
single administration Is suggested.

t The questions do not be limited to two. The code structure Is flexible enough to Include other knowledge
necessary to help a user to determine whether multiple administration of test Is possible In a given
situation. The two questions coded In the current version of the system are from second knowledge
engineering session with Dr. Hambleton.
2This is why sone boxes In figure 2.8 contain more than one rule. Rule-49 and 51 contain the messages
that Inform the users about system's estimation when an "unknown" response Is encountered.

11



4.3. Determining Number of Forms
Parallel forms are required if the reliability Index category is either

"squared-error loss" or "domain score estimate". Figure 2.9 shows a decision tree
for determining number of forms for the two Index categories mentioned.

RELIABI LITY..CATEORY"
squared-error Io3s
domain score e3timate(PARALLELFOR-AYAI LABLE

question- 16
I ~ I

uno unknovn
number-af-form' 03 um "now

more thn one design form* design formsO

number..ofjormu rnumber-ofform-
more then one more than one

rule-53 rule-54

W"design forms" may Invoke the rules to help users design parallel forms'
Figure 2.9. Determining NUMBEROFFORM for "Squared-error Loss" or

"Domain Score Estimate" Categories

Rule-52, 53, and 54 all conclude multiple forms required. However, rule-53
and 54 allow further addition of knowledge regarding form design Such as dividing
an existing form, or recommending strategies for test length selection and Items
determination.

For "threshold loss" category, the matter becomes a bit complex because
either slmgle form or multiple forms can be used to accessing reliability Indices.
Figure 2. 10 presents a decision tree for this category. The line of reasoning
depends on whether parallel forms are available. "if parallel forms are available,
the design for a reliability study Is probably clear"2. However, If the parallel
forms are available, but both forms cannot be administered, modifications are
needed to the design (Hambleton, 1988, p. 6).

1This step Is Included In rule-53 or 54. It Is designed for further expansion of the knowledge base to
provide assistance In determining form length or test length. Right now, It does not do nything.
21 Interpret this as If the parallel forms are available then recommend the use of the parallel forms. This
Interpretation Is simplified, but more knowledge need to be elicited to make th reasoning more complex.

12



PARALLELFORMISAYAI LABLEquestiton- 16

I I

NUMBER-OF..ADMI NISTRATION) NUMBER...OF..ADMINISTRATION]

! Is 4 s 4

one more than one one more then one, II I I

IHOW-RELIABILITY- number-of-forms ( number-°frm
ASSESSED / more then one design form* !  more then one

question- I? rule-58 rueS9

with all objectives With sample objectives

number-of-form= number-°f-form-one]

* It is not clear yet whether the system should assume single form here or query for
possible parallel forms.

Figure 2. 10. Determining NUMBEROFFORMS for "Threshold Loss" Category

[Two possible designs are: I (a) creating several forms, where each form Includes
parallel Items to measure a fraction of the objectives; In this way, the reliability of all
objective scores can be assessed but with a fraction of the total examinee pool, (and) (b)
assessing the reliability of a representative sampling of objectives and then generalizing
the findings to describe all objectives. With this second design, single-administration
estimates of reliability can be computed for the remaining objectives. (p. 6)

This Information Is represented by attribute HOWRELIABILITYASSESSED

(question-17). In the current Implementation, If parallel forms are not available,
and multiple administration Is possible, rule-59 concludes to use simple form.

Later on, we should replace this rule with another line of reasoning, where the

system will Invoke a discussion with the users about the possible of creating
parallel forms from the exiting simple form.'

Iwt d1scussed this In both knowledge engineering session with Dr. Hambleton. However, there are still

some knowledge needed to be elicited for extending rule-59.
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5. Reporting Consultation Results

Hambleton (1988, p. 8) listed ten statistics that should be reported In any

comprehensive reliability study: (a) reliability Index, (b) cut-off score, (c) sample
size, (d) descriptive Information about the sample, (e) test length, (f) test score
mean and standard deviation, (g) test score distribution, (h) If decisions are made
on two occasions, the percent of examinees, and (I) standard errors. However, It Is

still not clear about the judgmental knowledge involved In determining which
statistics must be reported, which statistics may be reported, and what Is the
relationships between reporting statistics and Importance of test uses.

Besides, based on Berk's chapter (1984) we Intended to add some new Items
in the report such as the definition for each indices recommended, the Initial
sources of these Indices, and the advantages and disadvantages of these Indices.
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Appendix A

Questions Generated by the Reliability Index Expert System

This appendix listed all the questions generated by the Reliability Index
expert System. All questions In the system are asked in multiple-choice format.
Therefore, possible responses to the questions are listed following the text of
each question. Each entry Is labeled by Question-l, where I Is a number. The
attribute name represented by the question Is enclosed In the parenthesis after
the label.

Question- I (HOWTESTiUSED):
A Criteria Referenced Test may be used for many purposes. It can be used
for day-to-day classroom management, forming instructional groups,
longer-term decisions, and credentialing exams. Some examples of longer-
term decisions are assigning students to special programs, assessing mid-
term and final grades.

Which of the following categorized your use of the test?

1. day-to-day classroom management
2. forming instructional groups
3. longer-term decisions
4. credentiallng exams

Ouest ion-2 (USERSELECTEDUSE):
There are three major categories of CRT score uses:
DESCRIPTIONS - We make statements such as the student Is performing at
an 80% level In the domain of content of Interest. Such statements are often
made for each objective measured In a CRT.
DECISIONS - We often desire to assign examinees to two or more mastery
categories (e.g., pass/fall, mastery/non-mastery). The classifications may
be used to ward diplomas, licenses, or certificates, or to monitor student
performance an on objective based Instructional programs.
PROGRAM EVALUATION - CRTs are often used In curriculum or program
evaluation studies. Average scores on each objective or groups of
objectives are reported for groups (and subgroups) of examinees
administered the test.
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Which of the following categorized your CRT score use?

1. descriptions
2. decisions
3. program evaluation
4 unknown

Ouest ion-3 (USE.ASJUGELE VELOFPREF I CIENCY):
Would you use the test results to Judge the proficiency of Individual
students?

1. yes
2.no

Ouestlon-4 (USEASJUDGELEVEL.OFPERFORMANCE):
Would you use the test results to judgement the performance of Individual
students?

I. yes
2. no

Ouestion-5 (USEASCOMPARINGSUBGROUP)
Would you use the test results to compare among subgroups?

1. yes
2. no

Ouestion-6 (USERSELECTEDUS.SUBCATEORY):
There are two different situations where reliability Information Is valued:
In the test development process - reliability Information collected during a
field test can be Invaluable In advising on desirable test lengths and In
Judging the soundness of the test Items.
As one of the criteria used to evaluate an intended test use - reliability
Information Influences the confidence that users have regarding the test
scores and related decisions.

Which of the following situation Is best applicable to your test?

1. In the test development process,
2. evaluation of Intended test use
3. unknown
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Ouestlon-7 (SERIOUSNESSOFMI SCLASSI F ICATION):
Are all misclassifications of test score approximately equal In their
Impact?

1. yes
2. no
3. unknown

Ouestion-8 (USEROCCUPATION):
Which of the following best describes your occupation as a test
developer/user?

1. classroom teacher
2. district level test maker
3. state level test maker
4 test publisher

Ouest 1 on-9 (KNOWSCONCEPTOFREL I ABILITY):
Do you have the general knowledge of test reliability?

1. yes
2. no
3. unknown

Question- I 0 (HI STORICALTECHNICALDATAEXI STS):
Were any technical data collected on the test before?

1. yes
2. no
3. unknown

Question- I I (USERSPECIFIEDTECHNICALDATA):
What sort of technical data have been collected?

1. decision consistency estimate
2. kappa
3. both of the above

Question- 12 (USERSELECTEDJIULT I PLELADMI NI STRAT ION):
Is It possible.to administer the test more than once?

1. yes
2.no
3. unknown
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Question- 13 (STUDENTJIAYREMEMBERTEST):
Will students be abie to remember questions or aspects of the questions
such as the passages, or diagrams in the test?

1. yes
2. no

Question- 14: (LEARN I NGBETWEENADMI NI STRAT IONS):
If the test is administered twice, will some learning take place between the
two administrations?

1. yes
2. no

Ouest Ion- 15 (USERCONF I RMEDMULT I PLLADMI N I STRAT ION):
From the information you give, I think that It Is possible to administer the
test twice. Since for single-administration, strong assumptions must be
made In order to obtain a reliability estimate, I would recommend that you
use a two administration design.
Do you think It Is practical In your situation to administer the test twice?

1. yes
2. no

Ouestion- 16 (PARALLELFORMAVAILABLE):
Are there parallel or equivalent forms available for the test?

1. yes
2. no
3. unknown

Ouestion- 17 (HOWRELIABILITY..ASSESSED):
Since parallel forms cannot be administered, modifications are needed to
the reliability design. Reliability can be assessed In two ways:
(1) creating several forms, where each form Includes parallel items to
measure a fraction of the objectives; In this way, the reliability of all
objective scores can be assessed but with a fraction of the total examinee
pools.
(2) assessing the reliability of a representative sampling of objectives and
then generalizing the findings to describe all objectives. Thus, single-
administration estimates of reliability can be computed for the remaining
objectives.

How do you want the reliability be assessed?
1. with all objectives

2. with sample objectives
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